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Abstract - In this paper, we present a novel method to embedding secret message in the cover-image. The basic concept of the proposed method is by simple Least Significant Bit (LSB) substitution. We propose a steganography method that applies a technique to embedding a wavelet compressed secret message within the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the cover image pixels in a specific pattern. The proposed method results in increasing the secret message capacity and security level. The secret message won’t be visible after embedding and can be extracted later.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ancient Steganography

The word steganography is originally derived from Greek words which mean “Covered Writing”. It has been used in various forms for thousands of years. In the 5th century BC Histaiaecus shaved a slave’s head, tattooed a message on his skull and the slave was dispatched with the message after his hair grew.

Back (Johnson & Jajodia, 1998), (Judge, 2001), (Provos & Honeyman, 2003) and (Moulin & Koetter, 2005). Steganography, the study of data hiding with the intent of sending a secret message, has become increasingly important over the last few years as the use of digital media, which provides ample space to hide the message, has become more popular. Generally, Methods of image steganography hide messages by using redundancy in the image. The message will be visually imperceptible as long as the insertion of the message does not cause any noticeable changes to the original image. Of course, it may be possible to detect the message using other means. The study of detecting secret messages is called Steganalysis. Each image hiding system consists of an embedding process and an extraction process. An innocuous-looking original image is used as the cover-image to conceal the secret data. The secret data are embedded into the cover-image by modifying the cover image to form a stego-image. Therefore, the embedding process may use an embedding key so that only the legal user can successfully extract the embedded data by using the corresponding extraction key in the extraction process. The embedding key and the extraction key are referred to as stegokeys.

In this paper, we present a new method which increases the secret message capacity and improves the quality of the cover image and security. The most important achievement of this work is a high PSNR level comparing to the existing method.

II. WAVELET

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is currently used in a wide variety of signal processing applications, such as in audio and video compression, removal of noise in audio, and the simulation of wireless antenna distribution. Wavelets have their energy concentrated in time and are well suited for the analysis of transient, time-varying signals. Since most of the real life signals encountered are time varying in nature, the Wavelet Transform suits many applications very well. We use the DWT to implement a simple watermarking scheme. The 2-D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) decomposes the image into sub-images, 3 details and 1 approximation. The approximation looks just like the original; only on 1/4 the scale. The 2-D DWT is an application of the 1-D DWT in both the horizontal and the vertical directions. The DWT separates an image into a lower resolution approximation image (LL) as well as horizontal (HL), vertical (LH) and diagonal (HH) detail components. The low-pass and high-pass filters of the wavelet transform naturally break a signal into similar (low pass) and discontinuous / rapidly-changing (high-pass) sub signals. The slow changing aspects of a signal are preserved in the channel with the low-pass filter and the quickly changing parts are kept in the high-pass filter’s channel. Therefore we can embed high energy watermarks in the regions that human vision is less sensitive to, such as the high resolution detail bands (LH, HL, and HH).

III. IMPLEMENTATION

A). LSB (Least significant Bit) Substitution based Steganography:

Here spatial features of image are used. This is a simplest steganographic technique that embeds the bits of secret message directly into the least significant bit (LSB) plane of the cover image. In a gray-level image, every pixel consists of 8 bits. The basic concept of LSB substitution is to embed the confidential data at the rightmost bits (bits with the smallest weighting) so that the embedding procedure does not affect the original pixel value greatly. The mathematical representation for LSB is:

\[ Xi' = xi \mod 2k + mi \]  

The ith pixel value of the stego-image and xi represents that of the original cover-image. Mi represents the decimal value of the ith block in the confidential data. The number of LSBs to be substituted is k. The extraction process is to copy the k-rightmost bits directly. Mathematically the extracted message is represented as in Equation (2).

\[ mi = xi \mod 2k \]  

Hence, a simple permutation of the extracted mi gives us the original confidential data. This method is easy and straightforward but this has low ability to bear some signal processing or noises. And secret data can be easily stolen by extracting whole LSB plane.

b). Transform Domain based Steganography:

Robustness of steganography can be improved if properties of the cover image could be exploited. Taking these aspects into consideration working in frequency domain becomes more attractive. Here, sender transforms the cover image into frequency domain coefficients before embedding secret messages in it. Different sub-bands of
frequency domain coefficients give significant information about where vital and non vital pixels of image resides.

Using transform-domain techniques it is possible to embed a secret message in different frequency bands of the cover. Embedding in the high frequencies creates less impact on the perceivability of the media but provide low robustness to different attacks. In contrast, embedding in the lower frequencies helps to withstand many attacks but creates perceptible impact on the media. So, middle frequency bands offers excellent location for data hiding. These methods are more complex and slower than spatial domain methods; however they are more secure and tolerant to noises. Frequency domain transformation can be applied either in DCT or DWT.

c). Adaptive Steganography:

Adaptive steganography is special case of two former methods. It is also known as “Statistics aware embedding” and “Masking”. This method takes statistical global features of the image before attempting to embed secret data in DCT or DWT coefficients. The statistics will dictate where to make changes.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

A). Proposed Methodology of Solution

The proposed method in this project is to use a secret message which has the dimensions of 180*180 gray scale and will be embedded into a cover-image having dimensions of 512*512 RGB where the secret message will be wavelet Haar level 1 compressed then chose (LL) sub band and randomly codify it matrix, that this matrix should be kept somewhere for decoding that causes the safety to be increased. Then embedded into the bits of the cover-image .The secret message will be wavelet Haar level 1 transformed, then the difference coefficients of the wavelet transform will be quantized into 6 bit each .The result of transform will be a follows:

![Figure 1: Secret message and wavelet decomposition](image)

Fig. 1.Secret message and wavelet decomposition

b. The Embedding Procedure

Now we select a region of 360×360 pixels from the cover image. The (LL) sub band of the wavelet transform of the secret message is a 90×90 pixels image. Now each pixel is embedded in two pixels of the cover image as shown in Fig.3.1, so we need 16200 pixels and its embedding procedure is in Fig.3.2, it means that every pixel from the message image is embedded in 2 pixel of the main colored image. We use PSNR as a fitness function to evaluate the performance of each particle. The PSNR is defined as follows:

\[
\text{PSNR} = 10 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{255^2}{\frac{1}{(IH \times IW)} \sum_{i=1}^{IW} \sum_{j=1}^{IH} (O_{ij} - D_{ij})^2} \right)
\]

Where Oij and Dij denote the pixel values of the secret message and cover image, respectively, IW and IH stand for the width and height of the cover-image, respectively.

![Figure 2: Selected area for embedding secret message into cover Image](image)

Fig.2.Selected area for embedding secret message into cover Image

![Figure 3: The algorithm used to embed each pixel in secret message into each 2 pixels from cover image](image)

Fig.3. The algorithm used to embed each pixel in secret message into each 2 pixels from cover image

C. Experimental and Simulation Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique, several experiments were conducted. In our experimental test, all cover-images were 512 gray levels, 512×512 in size. We chose the images “Lena”, “Baboon” and “Goldhill” separately, shown in Fig. 4(a), (b) and (c), as cover-images and chose the image shown in fig.5, as secret message. We compared the experimental results of the proposed method to the ones of F.AL-Hunaity et al and if anyone succeeded to extract the message from the main image, it means that he/she has achieved the result shown in Fig.6. Now access to the main random matrix is essential to achieve the secret message and finding the random matrix is not a simple job. Therefore the security level is improved by the proposed method.

![Figure 4: Test images](image)

Fig. 4. a) Lena, b) Baboon and c) Goldhill
This chapter discusses the basic algorithm to embed a message in an image using the singular value decomposition. The algorithm for extracting the message is also discussed in this chapter. In this project, I have implemented Image steganography using two platforms: one in Matlab and another in Android. In both we are converting RGB image or color map to grayscale by eliminating the hue and saturation information while retaining the luminance. In Matlab, cone shape is intersected on 8-bit planes of image, then shift operation is performed on the image. In Matlab module, we are reading text file to hide behind the message and in Android module, we are reading text file from resource folder and selecting image from photo gallery to use as cover object to hide. The message is also converted into bytes and is inserted at the intersection of geometric objects points and pixels of image. In Matlab, I have used cone as a geometric object for hiding message in image and for Android module, polygon name hexagon is used. I have tried the combination of Steganography and cryptography for hiding message by encrypting with AES algorithm to provide better security and more complexity.

**Flow of Encoding Mechanism for Matlab:**

In the previous chapter, we saw how images are converted into grayscale images than image is divided into 8 bit planes. In Matlab Module, Color image is initially converted into grayscale image. This grayscale image is used as an input to the steganography. A bit plane of grayscale image is a set of bits having the same position in the respective binary numbers. For example, for 8-bit data representation, there is 8-bit planes: the first bit-plane contains the set of the most significant bit and the second bit-plane contains the second most significant bit and so on. All these image bit planes are shifted by 1 bit and then cone is inserted into these 8-bit planes. Intersection point of cone and image are then considered as a place where sender has to hide his secret message. So the recipient of message can find the hidden message.

![Fig. 7. Flow of encoding image steganographic Process in matlab](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method number</th>
<th>Method name</th>
<th>Lena</th>
<th>Baboon</th>
<th>Goldhill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Method of F.A.L. Hanadi et al</td>
<td>58.4264</td>
<td>58.3878</td>
<td>58.4191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>63.2532</td>
<td>63.2613</td>
<td>63.2214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1. The PSNRs of the secret message (db)**
Decoding of steganography messages:

The message is decrypted using AES algorithm. Decryption is the reverse process of encryption that is getting original data back from encrypted message. To decipher the message, the receiver of the encrypted data must have the proper decryption key (password) as AES is symmetric key or private key cryptography.

Decoding Text in Matlab Module:

A bit plane of a digital image is a set of bits having the same position in the respective binary numbers. For example, for 8-bit data representation there is 8 bit-planes: the first bit-plane contains the set of the most significant bit and the second bit-plane contains the second most significant bit and so on. In the decoding process the gray scale image is converted into 8-bit planes. All these image bit planes are shifted by 1 bit and then cone is inserted into these 8 bit-planes. Intersection point of cone and image are then considered as a place where sender has hide his secret message. So the recipient of message can find the hidden message.

VI. RESULT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
<td>0.9625 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>24.89 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>29.92 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>66.16 db</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Calculated Result for above images

VII. CONCLUSION

As far as data hiding using steganography is concerned, two primary objectives are interesting: the technique that will be used for steganography should provide the maximum possible payload, and the embedded data must be imperceptible to the observer. It should be stressed on the fact that steganography is not meant to be robust. Any modifications to the file, such as conversions between file types, standard image processing (compression, filtering, etc.), or geometrical editing (rotation, resizing, cropping, etc.,) are expected to affect (and may remove) the hidden bits from the file. The proposed method pre-adjusts the original cover image in order to guarantee that the reconstructed pixels from the embedded coefficients would not exceed its maximum value and hence the message will be correctly recovered. Then, it uses Wavelet transform to transform both the cover image and the hidden message. Wavelet transform allows perfect embedding of the hidden message and reconstruction of the original image. Steganography is powerful and effective for communication of secret data. In some countries, cryptography is not allowed to be applied in full application.

They have put certain restrictions due to security reasons. Steganography is very important in such situations. On the other side, steganography alone is not secure entirely. Steganography when combined with cryptography indeed becomes a powerful method of secure of communication. Finally, steganography subject is still young, not mature, and the work on it will continue to increase the Capacity, security, and robustness. Since these factors contend with
each other, the new methods will try to make the best trade-off.

Limitations:

To validate in Matlab Module, we have already mentioned name of cover image to be used in code and text file name to be read. In Android module, message from text file is made to read and cover image is selected from picture gallery available in that particular SD Card. In my application all images has to be jpeg file and for android application has to be of at least 1024x768. The memory card is basic requirement for Android otherwise application would not execute further. Sometimes Downloading Larger images requirement for Android otherwise application would not be available in that particular SD Card. In my application all to read and cover image is selected from picture gallery be read. In Android module, message from text file is made name of cover image to be used in code and text file name to mentioned email.

Future Enhancements:

The existing application is a desktop application. The Java application runtime (.jar) that is created using the eclipse IDE which is nothing but an archive which can be moved to any workstation irrespective of the operating system that the workstation has and a single click can easily install the entire system on the respective machine. Google wants to protect its phone users from installing and running fraudulent software on their devices. Therefore, each and every application needs to be signed with a valid certificate that ensures where the application comes from.
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